
ABSTRACT 

My thesis will focus on Ismat Chughtai (1915-1992) as one of the most radical and most daring 

writers of her time. She was an active member of The Progressive Movement (1935-1947) in Urdu 

literature. The Progressive Movement emerged as a revolt against the old and outdated 

conventions and taboos. Under the influence of Freud, Jung and Skytel, the writers got interested 

in the psychoanalytic study of the characters. The progressive writers diverted the attention from 

the superficial facts of human behavior to the working of sub-conscious and motives hidden 

behind human behaviour in specific circumstances. Thus the portrayal of sexual instincts (so far a 

forbidden topic not to be discussed in public) became one of the major aspects in the writings of 

the progressive writers. It was the time when in Europe the female writers like Virginia Woolf 

Dorothy Richardson and Jean Rhys were writing about feminist issues. They presented social and 

domestic problems through female protagonists. Thus women writers were assuming control of 

presenting women's psyche. In such radically changing times emerged a woman in India, by the 

name of Ismat Chugtai who proved herself equal to the above-mentioned European writers due to 

her versatility and maturity. She is indeed in certain ways even comparable to D.H. Lawrence. 

She despised the term feminism though she has been declared as pioneer of Feminism in Urdu 

literature. She wrote on political themes, social themes, sexual themes and gender issues as any 

man of her time could. Nowhere is her writing affected by her gender though her opponents have 

certainly raised objections against her. The detailed study of her works including her minor novels 

like Maasooma reflects her keen eye on the social issues. The over emphasis on sexual 

deprivations and frustrations as one of the major causes of erratic social behavior does not appear 

as unnatural anywhere; infact it highlights the cleverly concealed out omnipresent aspect or 
human personality. No one can deny her boldness as a writer who touched sensitive issues like 

lesbianism, sexual desire of a woman without husband, insecurity in the institution of marriage, 



economic and sexual exploitation of women by suitable matches and collapse of idealism after 

independence from foreign rule. 

My aim is to make a comparative study of Modernism and The Progressive Movement. I 

will also discuss objections raised against The Progressive Movement in order to highlight the 

problems faced by progressive writers like Ismat Chightai and their determination to carry on 

their struggle in the face of great controversies. I will present detailed study of Ismat Chightai's 

major translated works to trace the modernist and feminist trends shared by those of 

contemporary English writers to prove that she had no less potential and maturity to be included n 

the mainstream of early twentieth century writers. 


